Fractionation and characterization of DNA at sites of replication from rat liver nuclei.
Regenerating rat liver nuclei when sonicated and centrifuged in a Cs2SO4 gradient were fractionated into three distinct bands. These bands were designated as light band (LB), middle band (MB), and heavy band (HB) according to their density. LB and MB were shown to consist of large granular particles with varying electron densities, but LB also contained remnants of nuclear membrane. When analysed by gel electrophoresis, LB and MB displayed more than 35 bands of proteins. The third fraction, HB, consisted largely of small chromatin fibers and its proteins were predominantly the four histones of the nucleosomal core particle. Following short pulses with [3H]thymidine in vivo, the specific activity of DNA in LB and MB was significantly higher than that of bulk DNA contained in HB. DNA in all three fractions became equally labelled as the duration of the labelling interval increased beyond 30 min. Newly synthesized DNA was characterized by electrophoresis on analytical 1.7% acrylamide -0.5% agarose composite gels. After a 1-min labelling interval in vivo, 17% of the rapidly labelled DNA from LB and MB was stationary at the gel origin like replication forks from E. coli, but only 3% of HB DNA had zero mobility. Electron microscopy confirmed the presence of DNA replication forks in LB, MB, and HB. With increasing time of synthesis the proportion of labelled DNA exhibiting zero mobility decreased in all three fractions. Denaturation of DNA or digestion of single-stranded DNA with S1 nuclease released newly synthesized DNA from the gel origin. Ribonuclease was without effect. DNA recovered from LB and MB also had a higher molecular weight than the HB DNA. Together these results indicate (1) that LB and MB are enriched in newly replicated DNA; (2) that an increased proportion of newly replicated DNA in LB and MB is associated with DNA replication forks; and (3) that the replicating DNA recovered in LB and MB may be associated with other nuclear constituents in situ because this DNA appears to be protected from the more frequent chain breaks introduced into the bulk of chromatin (HB) by sonication.